
CORE IV - SUGGESTED PROJECTS
[Projects marked (P) involve the use of photographs.]

Celestial positions and time

Modeling the Earth-Sun system

Phases of the Moon

Planetary motion

Planetary observation

Comparative planetology

The inverse-square law for electromagnetic radiation

Blackbody radiation and spectra

The hydrogen atom

Hertzsprung-Russel diagram

Stellar distances

The Andromeda galaxy

Cosmology

Active galactic nuclei

Rising and setting positions of the sun

Variation in the altitude of the sun at local noon

Observation of the Galilean moons

Angular diameters of sun, moon, and planets

Measuring latitude

Measuring the Earth's diameter

Ellipticity of the moon's orbit

Atmospheric extinction

Naked-eye variable stars

Sun's period of rotation (P)

Diameter of sunspots (P)

Identification and distances of belt asteroids (P)

Halley's comet (P)



Stellar photometry in the Milky Way (P)

Variation of star densitiy with galactic latitude (P)

Proper motion of stars (P)

Radial velocity of stars (P)

Open star clusters - the Pleiades (P)

Distance and age of open star cluster (P)

Tidal radius of globular star cluster (P)

Mass of globular star cluster (P)

Interstellar reddening (P)

Grain density of interstellar dust cloud (P)

Light curve of SN1987A (P)

Luminosity of SN1987A (P)

Expansion of Crab nebula (P)

Age of the Vela remnant (P)

Classsification of galaxies (P)

Mass of the Andromeda galaxy (P)

The Magellanic system (P)

Mass of the Small Magellanic cloud (P)

Types of galaxy clusters (P)

Distances to galaxy clusters (P)

Galaxy cluster dimensions (P)

Mass of cluster by virial theorem (P)

Average mass of cluster member (P)

Star gauging

Intrinsic variable stars

Eclipsing variable stars

Observing lunar craters

Libration and regions near the lunar limb

Lunar occupations

Sunspot counts



Apparitions of Jupiter

The great red spot

Eclipse phenomena of the Galilean moons

Appartitions of Venus

Different kinds of apparitions of Mars

Apparitions of Mercury

Telescopic meteors

Oblateness of setting sun

Crepuscular and anticrepuscular rays

Earthshadow and Belt of Venus

Blueness and darkness of the blue sky

Distribution of blue in the sky and the Sun's aureole

Identifying local sources of skyglow

Study of major metoer shower

Observing mock suns, sun pillars, moon pillars

Circumzenithal arc and circumhorizontal arc

Zodiacal light

Observing the cloud satellites of Earth


